Abstract-In this paper, we provide a class of bound entangled states that have positive distillable secure key rate. The smallest state of this kind is 4 4, which shows that peculiar security contained in bound entangled states does not need high-dimensional systems. We show that for these states a positive key rate can be obtained by one-way Devetak-Winter (DW) protocol. Subsequently, the volume of bound entangled key-distillable states for m n Hilbert space with m;n 4 is shown to be nonzero. We provide a scheme of verification of cryptographic quality of experimentally prepared state in terms of local observables. Proposed set of seven collective settings is proven to be optimal in number of settings.
I. INTRODUCTION
Q UANTUM cryptography is one of the very interesting practical phenomena within quantum information theory [1] - [4] . There were, in general, two ideas to produce cryptographic key. The first was based on sending nonorthogonal states [5] , and the second was based on specially chosen measurements of maximally entangled pairs [6] . They have been shown to be equivalent [7] including most general eavesdropper attack. An important ingredient of the protocol was the so-called quantum privacy amplification [8] based on distillation of maximally entangled pure states (EPR pairs) [9] . Despite of natural expectations that distillability of EPR pairs is a precondition of a secure key, it has been recently shown [10] , [11] that the class of states that contain ideal key (private states) is much wider than the class of maximally entangled states. It has been shown that certain bound entangled (BE) states [12] (from which no EPR pair can be distilled) can be distilled to (approximate) private states. In other words, surprisingly, there are BE states with . However, the BE states with nonzero distillable key of [10] and [11] require Hilbert space of quite large dimension, which creates an impression that BE states useful for cryptography are rather exceptional, and far from experimental regime. In this paper, we provide a general construction of a class of BE states with and give examples of states having this property. To this end, we consider binary mixture of two private bits (private states with at least one bit of ideal key): one of them with correlated key and the other with anticorrelated one. First, we show (Section II) that any such nonequal mixture has , and can be distilled by, quite remarkably, one-way Devetak-Winter (DW) protocol [13] . Next, we construct ( Section III) special pairs of private bits, and show that for certain probability their mixture is key distillable and bound entangled. To obtain this, we assure that the state remains positive (and even invariant) under partial transposition (PPT) [14] , which is sufficient condition for a state to be nondistillable [12] . Then, we provide an example of the smallest state of our construction which resides on 4 qubits. Based on this family of BE key distillable states, we argue (Section IV) that the volume of BE states with is nonzero for Hilbert space with . We exploit their properties and consider their experimental preparation (Section V). Then, we show how to verify that experimentally prepared state has nonzero distillable key. Finally, the optimal decomposition of observables needed for verification, if certain state has , is given.
II. MIXTURES OF PRIVATE BITS WITH
Suppose that we have two arbitrary private states such that one of them has a key and second has an antikey (i.e., it offers anticorrelated secure bit). We show here that any nonequal mixture of such a pair of states is key distillable with at least , where is the mixing probability. Let us first recall that private bit [11] (also called pbit) is such a state (where is held by Alice and is held by Bob) that measurement of in standard basis provides one bit of a perfect key, i.e., possible outcomes are either or with equal probability and they are completely independent of measurements on physical system different than . Following [11] , we will write in a matrix representation in order of subsystems, so that its structure corresponds to 2-qubit subsystem . We will start the construction of key distillable BE states by providing a class of states with . Before we prove the proposition, we have to recall a technique called "privacy squeezing" [11] that allows to investigate privacy of states of type . The state is purified to , so that Eve holds the subsystem of . To draw a key, Alice and Bob will measure systems in standard basis and will process the outcomes by public discussion. The systems will not be actively used, so the relevant state is (2) where are Eve's states given the outcome was . The state is called (two registers are classical). From such a state, by DW protocol [13] , one can get (3) bits of key where and is von Neumann entropy of subsystem of state . We will now provide a different state , which is not better, in the sense that Eve can obtain it from by some operation on her system. Clearly, such can give no more keys than . We produce the state as follows. First, from we obtain its privacy squeezed ( -squeezed) version . To this end: 1) we apply the so-called twisting [10] , [11] , a unitary transformation controlled by standard basis on , i.e.,
, and 2) we trace over systems . One finds [10] , [11] that -squeezed state has a property that the state emerging after measuring it in a standard basis is not better than . However, if twisting is properly chosen, then it may still produce many keys. The privacy is now squeezed solely to two systems . Proof of Proposition: Using the aforementioned method, we will apply -squeezing to the state , and show that from the , the DW protocol gives rate of a key. A basic fact about private bits [10] is that there exists twisting that brings them to the form , where is some state, is one of four Bell states (4) and in the twisting, . Using this, we immediately obtain a twisting, which, followed by partial trace over , turns the state of (1) into a mixture of and , i.e., the -squeezed state of (1) is . Its purification is of the form (5) so that by measuring it in standard basis, Alice and Bob obtain the state (6) with and . For this state, we have . Thus, by DW protocol [13] , we get this amount of keys. Because this state is no better than our state of interest (the state obtained by measuring systems of initial state ), we obtain that the distillable key of satisfies , which ends the proof of proposition.
Let us note that the key here is drawn by one-way protocol. We have found that applying two-way recurrence protocol will not increase the key rate.
III. CLASS OF BOUND ENTANGLED STATES WITH
Here, we construct a class of BE states with by proper selection of private bits used in the mixture presented in Section II.
First, let us recall that any private bit can be represented in its -form [11] 
where is the arbitrary operator with trace norm one, and which completely represents the private bit. Then, we obtain that state is of the form (8) We assume now that and are the systems both described by . Now, the essential part of the construction is the following substitution:
, where
and are unitary matrix elements of some matrix on . Note that (here, we use the trace norm of the matrix). As the second operator, we choose with being partial transposition on a subsystem . In this case, one has just . The corresponding mixing probabilities are (10) respectively.
Collecting two simple observations, namely, that 1) (which after normalization by factor gives separable, PPT-invariant state), and 2) (again, after normalization giving PPT-invariant separable state), we get immediately that with parameters defined as before is PPT invariant. Further, we will denote this state by .
At the same time, we have desired security condition if only
The latter is satisfied for any unitary which written in basis has more than nonzero entries. Thus, we have a large class of states that contain secure key and are at the some time PPT invariant states. Of course, they are entangled since entanglement is a precondition of secure key distillation [15] .
Observation 1:
The ratio of and in (11) , which is related to key rate, achieves the highest value for unimodular unitaries (i.e., such that not respectively of indices ). Then, it amounts to .
Indeed, by use of Lagrange multipliers with slightly more general constraints , we get that optimal is unimodular.
A. Example of Small BE States With

Putting
, we get the smallest ( ) secure BE states in our construction. An easy example is a state with equal to 1-qubit Hadamard gate . Note that, in this case, the state coincides with the so-called "flower state" with , which exhibits locking of an entanglement cost [16] . The total state can be written as a mixture of Bell states on subsystem of state that are classically correlated with some other states on . Namely, we have (12) where the correlated states are as follows: (13) with being the projectors onto the corresponding Bell states (4) and being the projectors onto the pure states (14) respectively. The mixing distribution is . Since , one has , so by Proposition 1, a positive key rate can be gained from this 4-qubit PPT state. It reads (15) per copy of . Note again that it automatically means that is BE. Indeed, we have shown that the state of that construction is PPT invariant, and it cannot be separable, as it has nonzero distillable key. We show now the next property of this state.
B. Upper Bound for of
Similarly, as the private bit is analog to the singlet from entanglement distillation theory, the state of (1) is analog of mixture of two singlets (which is actually just the -squeezed state ). The distillable entanglement of the latter state is just , [17] , and moreover, it is achieved by coherent application of the DW protocol. Therefore, we wonder if is just equal to . In [10] 
while for , they are (18) IV. NONZERO VOLUME OF BE STATES WITH Here, we argue that the volume of BE states with is nonzero for Hilbert space with .
Observation 2:
The state is extremal in the set of PPT states.
Recall that is a mixture of form (8) with and . It is straightforward to check that any such mixture with leads to an NPT state (i.e., a state with negative partial transportation). In fact, the same argument proves extremity of the state with , if only is Hermitian operator, and either or has some positive eigenvalue. Although the states lay on the edge of the set of PPT states, based on this family of states, we are able to show that the set of PPT key distillable states has nonzero volume in the set of all PPT states.
Observation 3:
The set of PPT distillable key of the form has nonzero volume in .
The proof of this observation is based on the fact that DW lower bound (3) is continuous in , as mutual information is a continuous function of . If we consider now , for suitably small , there exists suitably small , for which the ball of all states with the center at and radius lays within the set of PPT states. By continuity argument, one gets the thesis. In fact, a similar argument gives this result in any dimension higher than .
V. EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION
As it is shown in (12), states along versus cut are only classically correlated. Thus, they can be created by randomly preparing, according to distribution, separately, two states: a Bell state (for subsystem) and (for subsystem). According to Observation 2, lays on the boundary of PPT set, and any small perturbation can destroy this property. However, in spirit of Observation 3, one can construct PPT states that are to some extent robust against perturbations.
A. Key Distillability Verification for Experimentally Prepared State
We now address the question of verification whether a state prepared experimentally has nonzero distillable key. In the spirit of proof of Proposition 1 instead of estimating whole , we suggest to estimate only few parameters of its -squeezed state , and subsequently, we compute some lower bound on the value of DW rate (3) for the state of the latter. Once we do not estimate whole state , the formula (3) cannot be used directly to decide its quality. Instead, we first consider a lower bound for distillable key from state, namely (19) which is a consequence of formula (3). Indeed, for state is equal to , which is Holevo function of ensemble . This, however, cannot be greater than just entropy of Eve's subsystem and the assertion follows. Using this lower bound, we now provide another bound, which is a function of only diagonal and antidiagonal matrix elements of (2-qubit) -squeezed state . Note that , as the total state is pure. To estimate , we will consider state subjected to twirling [9] , which projects onto Bell basis. Twirling cannot decrease the entropy and commutes with measurement in computational basis, so one has (20) This is a desired lower bound as it is a function of only those parameters, which we suggest to estimate experimentally. Although the formula (20) is useful for the one-way key distillable states, knowing the diagonal and antidiagonal elements of is enough to decide if a two-way recurrence protocol can make key rate nonzero.
We give now the observables that measured on reveal the desired elements of their -squeezed state. They are (21) where are Bell states with relative phase . The observable reveals the diagonal elements of state . In fact, it is just equal to as any twisting (here ) commutes with the measurement in basis which it controls [11] . Therefore, needs just one setting. Observables reveal real (imaginary) parts of (possibly complex) coherences on antidiagonal of . Indeed, one has, for example (22) where the second equality is by the property of trace, and the third equality is by the definition of subsystem of a quantum state. Last equality uses the definition of privacy squeezed state ( ), which is obtained by acting on with some twisting and tracing out subsystem.
B. Local Decomposition of Verification Observables for
In case of , the twisting that realizes the -squeezing is equal to (23) where and are unitary transformations given by (24) and (25) For this , the observables and can be decomposed into Pauli operators in the following way:
and the same can be applied for and , which read
Generalizing the approach for a 2-qubit case of [18] and [19] to 4-qubit case, one can easily show that decomposition for and is optimal in the sense that it needs six settings. The set of these six collective settings is enough for both , and , (for the latter, it needs only different classical postprocessing). Since this set of settings is optimal for determining , , and it suffices for determining all , , we conclude that it is optimal for our task. Together with one setting for , one needs seven different collective settings to verify via lower bound (20) if the state has nonzero distillable key.
